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The primary objective of the NASA Airborne Science Program (ASP), managed under the Science 
Mission Directorate Earth Science Division, is to meet the needs of the NASA Earth Science com-
munity with respect to in situ atmosphere or remotely sensed sub-orbital measurements. Program 
objectives are driven primarily by Research and Analysis (R&A) Program-funded projects that use 
airborne instruments in support of satellite calibration, algorithm or model validation, or multi-instru-
ment, multi-vehicle missions to understand fundamental earth system processes. Prior to launch, 
many flight project develop airborne instruments that simulate intended measurements from orbit.

This analysis of Program stakeholder needs is conducted approximately every 5 years and is the 
third internal ASP report to assess changing needs within the NASA science community. The intent 
of this report is to summarize the NASA Programs, Missions, and Projects for which there are clear 
requirements for airborne platforms, as well as documenting stated needs, or interest, from future 
stakeholders.

Requirements for airborne observations originate from the following NASA Earth Science activities: 
•  NASA Earth observing satellite missions, 
•	 Earth	Science	R&A	data	collections	and	field	studies,	
•	 Earth	Science	instrument	/	technology	development		

Data for this report have been collected through several means over the past 2 years and validated 
where possible by Program Managers and Program Scientists at NASA HQ. 

Sources of information include but are not limited to:

- Interviews with Program Scientists through the annual ASP 5-yr planning exercise

- A survey completed by principal investigators at the NASA Centers, 

- Reviews of science mission planning documents, 

- Requests for NASA ESD flight hours in the NASA Science Operations Flight Request System 
(SOFRS)

- Participation in science team meetings and community workshops

- Requests and early planning for Designated Observables and Targeted Observable missions, 
as defined by the NRC 2017 Decadal Survey.

The fleet of available aircraft spans several orders of magnitude in terms of available payload 
mass, provides measurements from the surface to 70,000ft, and has flight ranges that exceed 5000 
nautical miles. This owes to the variety of different vantage points required, payload mass, range, 
duration and cost. The following table  indicates the characteristics of the NASA aircraft in altitude, 
endurance, range, and payload capability. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Airborne Science Aircraft and their characteristics
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The chart above, based upon aircraft support requested in recent solicitations, provides a useful way 
to represent the broad set of science needs across Earth Science disciplines. It also reflects what 
aircraft are currently available and able to carry a given mass of payload while also demonstrating a 
sustained need for high altitude, medium altitude, and low altitude flight.

The series of tables below summarize how aircraft are being used or planned for use in support of 
NASA Earth Science Division satellite programs, including the types of instruments, current exam-
ples of airborne instruments, as well as the class of aircraft that is required. For future missions the 
aircraft represent various general capabilities such as heavy lift, high or low altitude, and are also 
based on past trends in given communities. Calibration and Validation refers to the under-flight of 
satellites with well calibrated airborne instruments so as to assess the quality of the space instru-
ment as it degrades over time, and to provide high resolution data that can be used to validate that 
data products produced by space mission processing algorithms yield scientifically and socially use-
ful data products. These algorithms and how they process the data are based on assumptions made 
by satellite simulation through airborne observations. 

Airborne Science support for NASA Earth Science Space Missions in Extended and Primary 
Operations (active missions) is summarized in the table on the following page. The supporting 
aircraft have the capability to carry the supporting instrument and perform the supporting activities. 

Aircraft Platform Requirements - Based on Data 2012 - 2019

Aircraft performance specifications based on proposal requests
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Airborne Science support for NASA Earth Science Space Missions in Extended and Primary 
Operations (active missions). 
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The tables below represent currently planned needs for aircraft support to missions in various stages 
of formulation and development:

Summary of Missions in Implementation and Pre-formulation Phases (Future) 

Airborne Support to Designated Observables Missions
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Upcoming field campaigns and process studies are summarized in the table below. For most of 
these missions the aircraft have been specified or indicated. This demonstrates a current and 
sustained need for the currently available aircraft while also showing sustained support for 
Commercial Aviation Services (CAS), especially for single instrument projects. 

Upcoming Field Campaigns 
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The Earth Venture Suborbital series of missions have pushed the boundaries of knowledge in many 
science disciplines by flying a series of multi-year flights using a variety of platforms to improve 
process models and forecasts. Data from more than a decade of proposals shows sustained needs 
for the current fleet, while also emphasizing that both the “B-200” and “Other” categories (consisting 
largely of CAS) are needed at approximately the same magnitude. Some trends in science needs 
from the EVS-3 proposals include continued scientific interest in polar regions (Arctic, Greenland, 
Alaska, Antarctic), continued strong interest in weather and atmospheric composition and chemistry, 
and increased use of multi-platform campaigns; more than half of the mission concepts proposed 
call for multiple aircraft, some in stacked formation.

Aircraft requested for Earth Venture Suborbital missions

Aircraft Platforms proposed for Earth Venture Suborbital
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While CAS are often used for initial testing of new instrument concepts, many instrument teams 
continue to seek out the ER-2 for the ability to carry larger instruments above 95% of the at-
mosphere to simulate space-like observations. The table below provides a current snap shot of 
instruments scheduled for test flight. The Earth Science Techology Office (ESTO) Program is 
accelerating the pace of funding for the Instrument Incubator Program so this level of need is likely 
to continue and possibly grow.

Instrument flight requests 
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Across all Earth science stakeholders who were contacted during this survey, there exists a strong, 
continued need for NASA Science aircraft. New satellites under development have a variety of 
airborne instruments that are or will soon be used to develop new data products, and the Earth 
Venture Suborbital Program and Research and Analysis Programs represent a sustained need 
for the core aircraft

The Program will continue to fly UAVSAR (or an updated SAR payload) for NISAR validation, 
indicating sustained need for business class jets such as the G-III and GV. Both SWOT and PACE 
will make use of airborne measurements for calibration and validation using a variety of active and 
passive optical instruments.

The Designated Observables satellite missions recommended by the National Academies have 
significant need for aircraft both for technology development and algorithm refinement for data prod-
ucts. AOS has a defined suborbital team to plan their use of aircraft and SBG has been building a 
long-term time series through the Western Diversity Time Series to refine imaging spectroscopy.

Missions in the technology incubator category, including STV and PBL, have expressed a need for 
instrument development using aircraft in addition to needing aircraft measurements for calibration, 
similar to OIB for ICESAT, or LVIS for GEDI.

With increased cadence of the instrument incubator program we see sustained need for ER-2 and 
CAS for instrument testing and maturation. 

ER-2 continues to be important for technology development (Table, pg 8), process studies, and sat-
ellite support. Delays of several years for short instrument test flights are becoming more common 
because of maintenance delays. The Program should consider funding operations for 2 concurrent 
aircraft. This could be accomplished through contracts to LM or hiring additional mechanics and 
pilots at AFRC.

CAS continue to provide support for light aircraft with medium range requirements and this require-
ment is stable to growing, but largely reflects continued interest in AVIRIS-NG.

Following is a summary of the major survey and discussion input comments from our visits with 
NASA Center scientists.

CONCLUSIONS
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Aircraft:	
All currently ASP-supported aircraft are in routine use and continued use is projected and desired. 

Gaps in the fleet include:

 • Aircraft capable of supporting large instruments needing access to doors or large ports. Aircraft 
with suitable capability, used in the past, have included Twin Otter, DC-3/Basler, and Sherpa. 

 • Storm-penetrating aircraft for observing processes in severe storms, fire and volcanic plumes.

 • Concerns were voiced about the availability of the ER-2 and G-V. Suggestions of having another 
GV dedicated to science and going back to 2 concurrently operational ER-2s.

 • King Air 350ER or inexpensive aircraft with longer range and more schedule availability than 
LARC/AFRC B-200; although not a gap in the fleet, the cost of the currently un-supported 
B-200s is too expensive.

Aircraft	accommodations	or	payload	support	needed:
 • Strong need for dropsonde capability from long-range aircraft, e.g., G-V

 • Aircraft modifications or aircraft with two nadir ports AND radar support

 • Zenith port(s) on the G-V (or other) 

 • Forward and nadir cameras on ER-2 with real-time data downlink

 • A new, advanced replacement for UAVSAR and its 3 frequency versions.

Other:

 • Real-time data is desired for many instruments 

 • Suggestion to make AirSWOT a facility instrument

 • Single-pass interferometry in demand – how to modify a/c to do this?

 • Suggestion by JPL researchers to rotate P-3 and Sherpa to West Coast


